Window Coverlets
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The "Window" pattern is the name I assigned to the fourth category of my series
of articles about point twill related coverlets, which illustrate the ingenuity of the
Pennsylvania German weavers. The early weavers took the nine star point twill
pattern and substituted the stars with nine squares. The squares are defined by
float work columns and bands which create the illusion of nine windows/panes.
Within each window there is an area of half tones and float work blocks which give
the appearance of panes within the window.

Photo 1 -Window Coverlet owned by State Museum of
Pennsylvania

While the first three categories in my study used star motifs to create their
design, in this category we see movement from the classic star point twill draft.
While the draft looks like a point twill draft, the tie-up and subsequent drawdown
reveals the creation of window panes utilizing float work blocks to create the
pattern. Threads are used in units not just as single threads to produce the
pattern. I will share with you a long list of weavers who worked throughout the
state of Pennsylvania and who have included this pattern draft in their
manuscripts, but I do not know who the first weaver was who used his imagination
to develop the window motifs. I can only show you the list of weavers who probably

copied it from the master weaver who instructed the novice weavers in the art of
coverlet weaving.
The nineteenth century Pennsylvania German weavers also revealed their creativity
by further development of variations of the nine stars and window pattern.
Lebanon County, Pennsylvania weavers included drafts in their manuscripts that
dropped the lattice like table and used both the nine block window pattern and the
nine star pattern for one coverlet design. I have found several beautiful coverlets
that are woven with this design, but that is another article.
Like the nine star pattern coverlets I have found many examples of coverlets
woven in the window pattern. I have also found drafts for the pattern in quite a
few early pattern manuscripts. The earlier weavers called this pattern by many
names including Philadelphia Beauty, The Beauty of Lititz and New Float or Hanging
Diamond. The first time I saw this pattern draft it was in Jacob Biesecker
manuscript. He labeled the pattern "Window." Therefore, I have been calling this
coverlet genre window ever since.
Description
Like the nine stars, large star and rose and stars and flowers coverlet I described
in the previous articles, the draft for the window pattern appears to be a point
twill pattern. However, when I examined the tie-up and treadling I found there
are two distinct motifs used to create the pattern and only one of them uses a
point twill tie-up and treadling.
The lattice type table similar to the ones in the nine star
patterns has the point twill threading draft, tie-up and
treadling draft. Ten shafts and ten treadles are used to
create it.

The second motif is the window, which uses a float work type
of tie-up and treadling. Six shafts are used to create the nine
window squares and two shafts are utilized for columns used
to separate the windows. Two of the six shafts used for the
window require one treadle to create the panes within the
window. The other four shafts are tied to two treadles to

weave the background of half tones within the window. The windows are separated
by columns formed with two shafts and horizontal bands which require one treadle.
Finally, two treadles are used to weave the plain weave foundation.
The background area besides the lattice table contains a reverse diamond pattern
of the lattice table, which is separated by three vertical columns. The background
area besides the windows sometimes has a similar diamond type pattern, but usually
it has a plain float work area divided horizontally by the bands separating the
windows.
Weavers Pattern Books
During my research I found window patterns in sixteen early pattern books which
belonged to Pennsylvania German weavers located throughout Pennsylvania.
List of Weaver's Pattern Books
Western Pennsylvania
• David Bender - Westmoreland County
Central Pennsylvania
• Henry Small - Franklin County
• Christian Frey - Adam County
• Jacob Biesecker - Adams County
• Abraham Serff - York County
• Adam Minich - York County
• Heinrich Leisey - Lancaster County
• Joseph Capp - Lebanon County
• Johannes Schmidt - Lebanon County
Eastern Pennsylvania
• Benjamin Delong - Berks County
• Benjamin Endy - Berks County
• Samuel Hunsberger - Montgomery County
• Jacob Schmidt - Bucks County
Dilman Kulp, Robert Dunham and Christian Haske included a window type draft in
their manuscripts, but I do not know the location where they worked.

Based on my research, I found the Window pattern draft to be a popular pattern in
the early manuscripts. David Bender recorded in his account book that he wove at
least one "Philadelphia Beauty" coverlet out of the 20 plus coverlets he wove.
Usually weaver's account books only indicated that a coverlet was woven along with
the price without indicating the pattern name.
Christian Frey Half Double #6.2 Draft & Tie-Up
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The threading draft is typical of the point twill drafts. It appears to be a zig zag
up and down handwritten drawing. The first draft I saw in Jacob Biesecker's
manuscript did not even include individual lines for each shaft. The number 10 was
recorded for one group of zig zags for the lattice table followed above with a 6 to
indicate the number of shafts for the window squares where form a "W" in the
draft and finally 1 and 1 for the column threading.
Drawdown 1 - Jacob Biesecker Window Pattern

All of the drafts are
threaded on eighteen
shafts. For thirteen
of the drafts, the
first ten shafts are
used for the lattice
table. Eleven drafts
use the next 6
shafts for the
window and shaft 17
and 18 for the
separating columns.
Three of the drafts
use shaft 11 and 12
for the column with
13-18 for the window.

Two of the drafts flip the order of the table and window by including the window
on shafts 1-6 and the table and column use the remaining 12 shafts.
Drawdown 2 - Jacob Schmidt's Draft

Five of the weavers
included threading drafts
for the border of the
coverlet. The border
threadings were
repetitions of shafts 1-18
for Henry Small and
Samuel Hunsberger. While
David Bender, Adam
Minnich and Jacob
Schmidt designed a more
elaborate border by using
half a diamond from the
table going one direction
and half the diamond going
another direction

separated by stripes of the window motif.
All of the tie-up include 10 treadles to weave the table, 1 treadles to weave the
bands separating the windows and 3 treadles for the window motif. Five of the
tie-ups include 2 to 3 extra treadles. Benjamin Endy only recorded a tie-up for a
window coverlet. When I added a threading and treadling draft to try it our via a
drawdown, the pattern did not quite work. Therefore, I am assuming he acquired
the tie-up from the Master weavers pattern book, but never tried it himself.
Jacob Biesecker and Heinrich Leisey included the draft for the treadling, while
Christian Frey only included the treadling for the window motifs which is different
from coverlet to coverlet. The treadling draft was not usually included in the early
manuscripts. It was assumed that the weaver knew the standard treadling.
As I mentioned above, five of the tie-ups added 2 to 3 extra treadles. David
Bender and Benjamin Delong added 3 and Adam Minnich added 2 extra treadles so
that the background beside the windows would have a diamond pattern like the

area besides the table. Jacob Biesecker and Robert Dunham added 2 treadles to
provide a decorative widening of the columns at the top and bottom.
Only three of the drafts
included information about
what color should be used
for the pattern weft.
Christian Frey reported
that "8 cutz" would be
needed for the green and
blue, while only "2 cutz"
were required for the red.
"Cutz" is a measurement
term. The draft for
Johannes Schmidt/John
Smith, a Lebanon County
weaver, stated blue should
be used for the table,
green for the window and
Ink Drawing from John Smith's Manuscript Owned
red for the bands. Jacob
by Dr. & Mrs. Donald H. Herr
Schmidt from Bucks
County recorded red for the table, blue for the windows and yellow for the bands.
See the drawdown for Jacob Schmidts draft above.
Extant Coverlets
Next I examined 7 extant coverlets to see how they compared to the early drafts.
All of the coverlets used 18 shafts with 10 shafts for the lattice table, 6 shafts
for the square windows and 2 shafts for the separating column. All seven also used
14 treadles to weave the pattern and 2 for the plain weave foundation.
All of the coverlets had 9 windows and a lattice style table to create the main
pattern. The placement of the float work panes within the windows varied. Two of
the coverlets were woven with the blocks at the top and bottom, three woven with
the panes 1/3 and 2/3s down from the top and two evenly dispersed the floats. All
of the coverlets had the typical reverse diamond pattern besides the lattice table
and all used tie-downs beside the window and did not include the diamond pattern.

Photo 3 - Window Coverlet - Lancaster Auction

All seven coverlets were woven with a border on two sides and on the bottom. Five
of the coverlets had the classic threading of 1-18 to create bands of half diamonds
from the table and a narrow column to separate the bands. However one coverlet
shown in Photo 3 has a more elaborate border at the bottom. Possibly the weaver
became more creative with the treadling at the end. One coverlet had repetition
of two narrow bands: one of light diamonds and the other dark as shown in Photo 1,
while one coverlet was threaded with the more complicated threading and treadling
variation which created half diamonds facing each other.
While there were basic color-schemes used to create the pattern, the shades of
the color varied. All of the coverlets were woven with a dark blue for the table.
Five used red to form the windows with the color ranging from deep pink to dark
red. Three used green for the bands separating the windows varying from lime
green, dark green and medium green. Gold was used for the bands for one coverlet
and medium blue for the final coverlet woven with red windows. The two coverlets
with green for the windows used an olive green and a dark forest green while rust
red was used for the bands.

Weaving with Sixteen Shafts
While I learn how coverlets are woven by researching the early coverlets and
handwritten drafts, I learn even more by weaving the pattern and weave structure
myself. For years I only had a 16 shaft loom. Many of the Pennsylvania German
drafts require more than 16 shafts, so I learned how to reduce the number of
required shaft through experimentation. It helped to have a weaving software like
Fiberworks to test out my theories.
The window pattern uses 18 shafts, but it is very easy to reduce it to 16 shafts by
using 8 shafts for the lattice table instead of 10. The diamonds are little smaller.
I increase the size of the table by adding one more repeat of the diamond. See my
drawdown for the results of a draft from the Biesecker manuscript.
Compare this drawdown to the 18 shaft
version of Biesecker's draft shown above in
Drawdown 1. I used this 16 shaft version
for my 2007 sample for the Early Weaving
Books and Manuscript sample exchange. I
used 10/2 unmercerized cotton sett at 20
epi for the warp and 16/2 unmercerized for
the tabby weft with 8/2 JaggerSpun wool
for the pattern weft.
Drawdown 3 - 16 Shaft
Version Biesecker Draft

Shortly after I wove the sample shown to the
right, I purchased the window coverlet shown in
Photo 3. When I placed my sample on top of the
early coverlet, it appeared to almost match. So
while the window pattern drafts usually are at
least 18 shafts, you can reduce them to 16
shafts with great success for those of you who
may only have 16 shaft looms.

Photo 4 -Woven Sample

Conclusion:
The Window Pattern is one of my favorite early Pennsylvania genre of coverlets.
The early weavers used a basic formula with 9 squares to simulate windows along
with a lattice type table. While the draft appears to be all point twill weave, the 9
panes are created with float work blocks. As a weaver, we can play with the drafts
and reduce the number of shafts and use color as we choose. Have fun exploring
the window pattern and share with the group you creations.

Photo 5 - Early Coverlet with Red Windows & Gold
Bands: One of My Favorite Color Combinations

